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fIMODUCTION

Explosion dsmage is a conseqtwnce of energy transfer from explosive
to target. 1Hechanisms for this energy transfer are afforded both by
missiles and by blast, the relative importance of which depends on cir-
cuJmtancesB Missiles such as a rifle bullet or shrapnel are effective
devices for transfer of energy, particularly when limited mount of
this energy is available. For large explosions or for area tarets,
blast may well be a major mechanism for explosion dem ., and is also of
concern in distributed energy explosions and with weapons that achieve a
focuoed blast effect, In addition, blast is important in conm tion vith
the safety aspects of explosives, with disaster recovery planning, and in
any situation where protection against explosions is required.

To outline briefly the nature of blast, the sudden expansion of
originally highly compressed explosion products generates the blast wave.
For a conventional explosive in the ordinary atmosphere, the close-in
blast involves both these expanding products and the air that they are
pushing back. This air is compressed in the push-back process, and so
ac-ts to retard the expanding products and to extend the disturbance.
The air portion of the blast outruns the products portions, and at some
d stance from the explosion the blast involves atmospheric air only.
There are then two types of blast waves, those close-in that are of comn-
pos lte nature and involve both explosion products and atmospheric air,
and those further out that Involve atmospheric air only.

The two types of blast waves are conveniently described in term of
a reference exploolon, chosen here as that of a bare spherical charge of
TNrT in the ordinary atmosphere, a situation for which there are detailed
;srtlytl.c calculations (Ief. 1 and 2) and confirming experiment
r,--asurements (Ref. 5-5).

DISCUSSION

:HOCK FRONT OF A BLAST WAVE

The sheath of highly compressed air surrounding the central core of
expanding explosion products moves out from the explosion ;t supersonic
speed. A pressure Jump, or pressure discontinuity, marks its leading
surface. This discontinuity is the shock front for the explosion. For

I
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PROIIJG S-AIB INTRWAC

The tremendous unbalace~ between exw oior pressUMes and those of the

portion aftwhec rorward otonaon.Th -,ed'?suta mia^otks

locaiohn et e choamoi oft du-t c01L5eB is a basis for dis--
tingishig btime coposie bast nd ixgle air blast. For the ref-

erenee explosion the distance for maxitmm !! xtuiun of products is about -
1.6 -barp radii, or about 95 centimeters for the ex:21os, on of I kilogram

enced previously at this distance is about 12 bars (about 175 psi) in th-

* - standard atmosphere. Also, the mass of air displaced by explosion prod-
ucts becomes somewhat mnore than three t~w t1he mass of' the exrlosive.

At the interface between producta m!d air, the pressure aQ-,reases from
ainitial value -, about 450 bars at the charge surface downm to atmos-

i pheric pressure at its maximum excurs ion distance. Fowever, this inter-
face cannot be located as definitely as this discussion Implies. The
expandIng explosio-n products form a roiling cloud, and contact between
products -Mn resisting atmospheric air occurs in a turbulent interaction-
tralstion zone rather than at an infinitely thin contact surface (Ref. 6S).
An imort~ant aspect of this turbulence is that It becomes difficult to

I assiV7n precise characteristics to the excpanding explosion products.

vhere, should be regarded as reprehentative rather than a~s definitive.
Fjrtiuermore, the turbulent nature of the contact zone makes the interface



appear to extend further than the distances computed on the basis of
sharp discontinuity. Also, explosion products from an oxygen deficient
explosive such as TNT may react with oxygen from the air to prod ,e en
apparent extension of the cont.tct zone.

PRODUCTS CLOUD

Pressu.re initially within the explosior products is detonation pres-
sure. For TNT, detonation pressure is a maximum of about 177 kilobars at
theoretical loading density of 1.65 g/cc, about .60 kilobars at an achiev-
able 1.615 g/cc, or about 1)48 kilobars at nominal loading density of
1.50 g/cc. The central por, ion of this products cloud expands more or
less directly in place, and here the pressure decreases in accordance with
the i:3entropic pressure-volume relation. As this cloud expands it engulfs
the imiediately surrounding vo.ume, producing pressures which may very
well exceed those at that location produced by the prviously passing air
shock front. Direct explosion pressurss exceed shock-Se~nerat.d pressures
out to about 1.6 charge radii, where the peak Is about 550 bars (about
5,000 psi) in the ordinary atmosphere. This particular distance thus
distinguishes between tte region of direct explosion effects and the
region of blast-ave efrcts.

To st-Avarize these p.re.surz regions, direct explosion pressures in the

ordinery atmosphere involve distances less than about 1.6 charge radii

from explosion center and peak overpressures greater than about 350 bars
(5,000 psi). The region of composite blast extends out to about 16 charge
radii or more, with peak overpressures betwean 350 and 12 bars (5,000 psi
and 175 psi). Simple air blast orcurs At distances greater than this
nominal 16 charge radii and shows peak overpressures less than 12 bars
(175 psi) for the reference explosion in the ordinary atmosphere.

STRUCIT RE OF CC14POSTTE BLAST WAVE S

The relatively complicated pressure structure for a composite blat
wave is shown in Fig. 1. Outermost is the shock with its accomeny.ng
peak overpressure, and within it there is an air sheath surrounding the
explosion products. Next is *_ layer of recompressed explosion products
that have been decelerated by impact with the air sheath. Within this is
a zone of 'cp.idly mwving produts ft a lower pressure, and then a cpn-
trally located products cloud. For the particular time shown in Fig. 1,
the air shock (S1) is at a distance of. 5 charge radii from explosion
center. The contact surface or prrv.ucts-air interface, (C.S.), is at

impinging on previously decelerated layers. the so-called second shock,

is just within this distance.

Figure 2 shows profiles for udditional items at this particular tirie.
Discontinuities at. both the air shock and the second shock are shown in

5
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INC T 654

all these profiles. However, the profiles for the pressure and particle
velocity exhibit continuity at the products-air interface and only the
temperature and density profiles shtw discontinuity. (The computations
which provide the data for these profiles have made suitable allowance
for both nonideal gas behavior and for variation of specific heat with

i EAM-WAVE DURATION

-The pressure profile for a cmosite blast reaching out to 11 charge

radii from xplosion center is shown in Fig. 3. At this time pressures

in the cn~ral products cloud. have become less than those generated at
the shock ftont. Worded alte-rnativl.y, rarefaction has progressed back
throug the explosio products. Also at this time a negative pressure

phase, one with pressures less than atmospheric, appears inward of the
second shock in the accelerating products.

Appearance of a negative pressure at enry lwation limits the time
duration for the positive pressure phase. For che reference expnsion
this negative pressure appears first at a distance of about 9 charge
radii from explosion center and so this distance also marks the location
of a minizi time duration for the positive phase. Closer in, pressures
in ze products cloud persist for longer than minimum time, and T'urther
out the air sheath is thicker and travels slower, hence its pc itive
pressure at a given location persists for a longer time.

Precise'values for a duration of the positive pressure phaoe of any
explosive blast (and its negative phase as well) are rather difficult to
establish experimentally. Close in, the turbulent nature of tne products
cloud reduces the significance of any individual value, and further out a
slow pressure subsidence of the less intense blast waves allows inherent
random flvctuations to obscure the measurements.

AIR .9LWS FIR.3 AN EXPLOSION

The pressure profile for a blast-wave system that extends out to
25 charge radii from explosion center is shown in Fig. 4. At this par-
ticular time the explosion products have reached their maximum calculated
excursion of 16 charge radii, and the pressure at the products-air inter-
face is now atmospheric. Pressures within the products region, including
those generated in the second shock, are now all less than atmospheric.
Pressures in the air sheath extending from air-products interface out to
the shock front are all above atmospheric, and form a region of positive
nwVPYo-Afti1Vo With ir,1ntA.iv1v tainw1fm 4-.il&~

The pressure profile for the blast wave when the shock front distur-
bance has reached still further out to 50 charge radii is shown in Fig. 5.

II 6
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Here, also, the initial positive pressure phase involves only air from the
atmosphere and the air blast is relatively simple in structure. Closer in,where both products and air are involved., the situation is more complex.

The second shock by now has retreated to explosion center and been reflec-
ted back by the consequent implosion. Passing through the products-air

interface, the density discontinuity and associated impedance mismatch at
that interface causing a rarefaction disturbance, and following shock,
move inward through the products. This shck then imlodes at the center,
etc., and these processes repeat until all the explosion energy has been
dissipated. The magnitude of these supplementary shocks is small, and is
further diminished by turbulence in the products cloud. These complex

effects thus have little damage potential and nrdinarily are disregarded
in blast-damage studies.

Figure 6 is a smmary, to log-log coordinates, of tne prz-
distance relations for air-shock front, the products-air interface, 4,A

for the direct pressures of the expanding products cloud, all for the
reference explosion. It also indicates the pressure-distance contours
for several successive times tl, t2, t3, and t4 after the instant of

explosion°

T-4M-OVEWRESSRE RLATIOftS FOR AIR BLAST

Related to the pressure-distance relations for a given time after
explosion is the overpressure-time relation at a given location, for this
pertains directly to blabt damage potential and to experimental bL,'st-
wave measurements. A typical overpressure-time relation for a specified
distance is shown in Fig. 7. This is for the free-field overpressures

at various times at a distance of about 25 charge radii from the reference
explosion. Its peak overpressure is 3.6 bars, and for a 1-pound charge
of TNT this occurs about 0.8 milliseconf after the instant of explosion.
The overpressure then decays to zero in a duration of about 0.70 milli-
seconds additional time (for this charge). For comparison with this
theoretically calculated curve, Fig. 8 shows two actual overpressure-time
records (but not to the same scales).

The relatively simple structur7 of these blast waves permit their
description in term of siwole numbers. General appearance suggests an
exponential relation, but the verpressure goes negative in finite time,
a behavior not accommodated by a simple exponential. An empirical adjust-
ment is readily made, however, to give a relation that adequately describes
the positive overpressure phase of the air blast. This gives

- -t/td)e-bt/tdFpo=p(1 - (i)~e

where p is the overpressure at time t which decays from its peak value p0
at zero time to zero value at duration time td. The item b, the decay

10
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arameter, is analogous to a rate constant. Its value varies with dis-
tance from the explosion, decreasing from a maximum of about 4.17 at therjoinal 16 charge radii marking the beginning of simple air shock down
to a value of abovt 0.9 at around 40 charge radii. It decreases to still
lowr values at more remote distance a the blast wave becomes distorted
with distance auA presumably approaches the triangular at te more remoxe
distances. The triangular blast wave corresponds to zero decay parameter;

, , it is of interest to no.te that mch of the earlier theoretical work on.

blast assumed a triangular blast wave. Currently, for an approximation,
the value unity is assigned to the decay parameter for all distances; the

5 insensitive nature of the relation makes this a quite acceptable
j |approximation for many purpotes.

The analysis of measured time-overpressure relations and the assign-
ment of values to the decay parameter are considered later. Howver,
note that the dimensionless nature of the deeV parameter b of Eq. II makes its values apply directly to all the various systems of units used
in blast-wave studies.

For the close-in composite blast wave there is no simple analytic
expression for its time-overpressure relation, and any expression suchas the above is at best only an approximation. This composite shock not

only involves two materials, products and air, but &.so pressure discon-
tinuities such as the second shock, and here a graphical presentation of

! .shock cha rac teristics is indicated.

BLAST IWE FER UIT AIMA

The impulse charateristic of a blast wave is the total momentum
charge per unit area of blat sutrface.. It is an important parameter in
the study of blast d8azge potential. The positive impulse per unit area
is given as the time integral of the (positive) blast overpresjure. For
simple air blast, where the positive overpressure-time relation can be
described analytically by Eq. 1, this integration provides1t

(perm;~~~ea u P) dt -ptd (1/b) - (1-e-b)fo2] (2)I(per unit aea)

I For the blaut wave shown above, with peak overpressure 3.6 bars, duration
O.tQ .illiveconds, and decay parameter 1.7, the ositie impulse per unit
area is computed by Eq. 2 as 0.077 bar-millseconds.

Impul]s characteristics are ordinarily included as part of the com-
-pkoedescription of a blast wave, for example the 0.077 bar-millisecondsI (Fig. 7) above. In addition to such direct specification there are avail-
able two alternative indirect methods. One is through the decay parameter,

i 1
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for in Eq. 2 this defines the impulse when peak overpressure and tine
duration are known. The other indirect method is as a fraction of the
square-wave impulse value (product of peak overpressure and duration).
This indirect item is also dimensiznless, and in the instance above this
fraction is about 0.077/(0.6 x 0.7) = 0.30. This fraction varies from a
minimum of about 0.17 for the rapidly decaying wave formed at the demwr-
cation betweerL composite blast and air blast where decay paramev'er b
equals about 4.7: up to a limit:i g value of one-half for remote distances
where the b!_ast wave approaches the triangular as the decay parameter
approaches zero. Values for these and other impulse factors have been
completed and are listed below. Of these two alternative methods for
describing the impulse of a blast wave, the one in terms of decay param-
eter has the advantage over the fraction of square waves impulse in that
the decay parameter also specifies the entire time history for the posi-
tive overpressure phase. This provides additional information useful in
a detailed study of target interaction and damage potential of the blast.

Decay parameter Fraction of square-wave
b impulse value

0.0 0.500
0.2 0.,468
o.4 0.440
0.6 0 413
0.8 0.390
1.o o.368
1.2 0.348
1.4 0.330 *
1.6 0313
1.8 0.298
2.0 0.284
2.5 0.253
3.0 0.228
3.5 0.207
4.0 0.189
4.5 0.173
5.0 o.16o

The impulse characteristic of composite close-in blast is much more
complex than that for simple air blast. For example, at distances of
about 10 charge radii from the TNT explosion the free-field impulse of
the composite blast actually increases with increasing distance. Direct
values for the close-in lmpuls- per unit area obtained by time integration
of the complex overpressure-tira relation can be expressed simply in
dimensionless form as a fraction of the square-wave impulse value. For
compo-ite blast this fraction decreases from about one-half at the charge
surface down to a minimum of about 0.06 at about 3 charge radii, goes
through a maximum of nearly one-half at the distance for minimum blast

15
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-iduration, and then decreases down to about 0.17 at the 16 %.barge radii
that marks V,%- maximum excursion of explosion products.

REFFMCE EXPLOSIONS

Nominal values for the various characteristics of arbitrarily selected
reference explosions are given in Appendixez' A and B. Appendix A is based
on the explosion of 1 kilogram of TNT in ordinary air at a temperature of
15 Celsius (599F) and a pressure of I bar. Appendix B is for the explo-

Ssion of 1 pound of TMT in air at 590 F and 13.6 psia (typical conditions
for this Center). These values tabulated for reference explosions can be A
applied to realistic situations by means of the scaling laws as described

SCALING LAWS FOR EXPLOSIONS

Scaling laws for explosions are based on the principle of geometrical
similarity and on the observation tL3.t the spatial dispersion of explosion
energy is a volume effect. This doubling a distance from an explosion
increases the volume of medium c Zfected by a factor of eight, hence eight
times the explosion energy (explosive yield) is required to achieve a
aimi2ar blast. To allow also for the influence of the nature of the
surrounding medium on this energy dispersal, note that the transfer of
momentum from expanding explosion products to surroumding medium is a
mass effect. Hence, energy release per unit mnss of surrounding medium
is a ontro/lng item. It this study, atmospheric density is used as a
measure of the relative mass of the atmospheres in which explosions may

Soccur.

To apply thase concepts, define a "scaled distance" as the equivalent
* distance from a re~erence explosion, one that corresponds ',o some ac'tual

distance from come actual explosion. From busic consideraticns

(scaled distance)3 x (reference atmospheric density4
(reference :ield)

(actual distance)3 x (atmo heric density)
(actual yield) (3

Representing the yield as W and atmospheric density as p, and with sub-
script o to identify the reference explosion, Eq. 3 can be rewritten as

scaled distance = (actual distance) x (/o) /3 (4)

01 ~
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or for the ordinary atmosphere at absolute temperature T and absolute
pressure P

(actual distance) x (P/P)1/3scaled distance (5)~o'l x(I~~1

(00) x (T/T 0)'

By an analogous sort of reasoning, it may be shown (Ref. 7) that the
scaled distance as so defined also carries within it a definition of
scaled time. That is ... /a.

(actual time) x (/o)/5 x (a/a(6
scaled time (6)

where a represents the speed of sound in the actual atmosphere and ao
that in the reference atmosphere. c.. the atmc, sphere, this speed varies
with the square root of the absolut- temperature, so that Eq. 6 may be
rearranged to give

(scaled time) x (W/W) 1 /

(P/Po)1 /  x (T/To)1/6

The impulse characteristic of a blast wave, that is, its positive
impulse per unit area, also follows the scaling laws. Defining scaled
impulse as the value for a reference explosion and actual impulse as that
for some other amount of explosive in some other atmosphere, the two are

P related as

actual impulse actual time x ,ctual ambient pressure (8)
scaled impulse scaled time reference pressure

Expressed symbolically, and combining with Eq. 7
(WlV1o0 13 x(PI/Po0)2,13

actual impulse = scaled impulse x (9)
(T/T 0 )l1/

These definitions of scalea distance, time, and impulse involve ratios
of absolute values for atmospheric pressure and temperatu-re raised to a
fractional power. In many circumstances this gives numerical values that
do not differ greatly Prou unity. When one considers the considerable
uncertainty in measurements on any actual explosion, it becomes apparent
that these ratios often may be taken as unity without introduction of
additional error. This makes for a desirable simplification in formulas

H .7



for the scaling laws. Furthermore, measure explosive yield in relative
ither than in absolute terms such as the energy release implied above.
That is, our reference explosive yield can be that of tnit mass of some
reference explosive. As a reference expIcsive, TNT has desirable aspects
of being reproducible, relatively safe, inexpensive, and readily available
in calibration amounts. Th value for the reference yield Wo then becomesunity, and value for the vatual yield W becomes its TNT equiwaent.

In these circumstanceb,

(actual dist/nce) = (scaled distance) x W1  (10)

(actual time) = (scaled time) x -i

(actual impulse) = (scaled impulse) x W-' (" ')

where W is effective 3rield in terms of the equivalent amount of TNT for

the explosive whose explosion is being studied. Equations 10-12 should
be regarded as merely convenient approximations for the primary forms of
the scaling law as in Eq. 3, 6, and 8. Various aspects of these scaling
laws are illustrated by numerical examples in the calculations of
Appendix C.

MMTT oNOF SCALING !

It is to be c phasized that the scaling laws, both An original and
in approximate forms, have been deduced on the basis of explosions with
geometrical similarity. That is, these scaling laws apply to exp.losions
related to each other as a photograph is related to its enlargement.
Thus, in general, data on a free-field reference explosion cannot be
expe!ted to apply directly to a blast wave which has undergone the com-
plicating effect of interaction with a ground surface, nor can a free-
field explosion be scaled to one which gives shock reflections or Mach
stem formation. Furthermore, there is also the requirement that two
explosions to be compared must occur in atmospheres of the same general
nature. Tlus the scaling laws cannot be used to apply data for a 7 .fer-
ence explosion, in the ordinary atmosphere to an underwater one, n,.- to

an excatmospheric explosion of outer space. But on the other hand, most
crnventional explosives have about the same charge density, the same
energy release, and generate about the same volume of gas per unit mass
of explosive. Thus, ordinary explosions may actually meet the scaling
law requirements of geometric similarity in ,nany circumstancc..

For nuclear explosions, both charge radius and products excttrsiondsaearveysmall and qiedifferent from those for aTNTrernc
cxplosion with the same energy release. Hence, these close-in effects do

not scale to TNT. But for remcte distances, the blast wave from either a
nuclear or conventional explosive involves air only and each has the same

180



general behavior. An empirical adjustment can bring these two air blast

wares into general conformity. Such an adjustment indicates that the
effrctive energy release in a nuclear explosion is about 85% the actual
erer 'y release.;

Another instance of' inyterest is the explosion of a gaseous mixture,
for example that of methane and air. Lack of geometrical similarity
between the large charge size of a gaseous explosive and the small charge
size of relatively dense TNT means that TNT is hardly a suitable reference
fcr gaseous explosives at close-in distances. However, at remote dis-
cances where only air blast is of concern, TNT might well suffice as
reference.

Nonspherical explosions are not readily scaled to a reference spheri-

cal charge of TNT, an observation of importance in the study of focused
blast explosions and in the study of blast from many types of distributed
energy explosions.

For explosions in the atmosphere at high altitudes the maximum excur-
sion of explosion products is reatively much greater than for explosions
at sea level. Here the basic requirement for geometrical similarity may
not be met, even for two charges of the same explosive. Hence at the very
h'igh altitudes the scaling law must be used with reservation, particularly
ihen rithin the region of composite blast.

For an exylosion in contact with a plane uifyielding surface, the
exp, osion energy is released into a bemisphere rather than into a sphere.
Hence these blast waves may be equl',  -lent to foree-field waves generated
with twice the energy release. SiEI. ar consid6",rations apply to those
special shock tubes .7here the explos ,on energy is concentrated into a
small portion of a sphere. This gives a co--r. oading magnification of
effective explosion yield, provided of course -L".t the requirements of
the scaling laws are other;ise met.

SCAL.,,NC- LAW YIK.7Z.)

ALn intereszig appl!cation of the scalirg laws for explosions is

inverse of the one implied above. Here an equivalent yield from some
actual expltoion is computed from the eharateristics oI thf blast wave
it produces. This technique is illustrated in Appendix C. In geerl,
the calculei Ion first establishes a scaled distance from some character-
isti,: of the blast wave such as its overprescure, speed of its shock
front, or its positive impulse per unit area. Thcn by Eq.

[alculated yield actual dif-.tance'\ (P/Po)reference yield ( scale ditance (WT)1
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Fo hIpca circutmstance that reference and anibient pressures and -

aculdistance
calculated yiei k scaled distance) (14)

ad, Lus#rAtea In the calculations.

Thetis are tome ca.tionaiy observations to be made about calculated
Xioda, i 'alues -obtai e,. from q. 13 or 3.4. One is that the calculation

1 6:,e the cuzbe-f arai and this magnifies any inherent uncertainty
j by a fadtor'of'ifhree. Thus th.ese caiculdtions are inherently of low pre-.
J cision. Fukth~ermqre, the yiqid value obtained- is basically one for aI phdri OL.>ayimetrica explosion. Thus, it is to be anticipated that

clculatd avalueb for the kield of an attual explosion may vary and
aeena on thle type of data used i~n the calculatiot. Nevertheless, the
didta proVide useful. ihfornmation for evaluatioa osties even i-f theI ~quiremintsis th ., eference explosion are- not

1met. This 16tesituation In many instances of interest such as a dis-
tributed eneigy a~xplopioja and focuised, blast. These items and, calculations
are in nee df 1nvestigation.

pt t Epimenta. measureinnts, on blast waves are extraocrdinarily difficult
toar Lnk' -InTe eir ihyspitcted intrmentin anu g

irft% uliosdt -bdI calibraitin and measuremen.Pitemr, gZnuy
ad- -ecle are i'equireli in order to avo _ spurious effects such as

unhaniiipt rflections froi th arth's surfac. fromtefraino
a I4~ali stemn, or from some interactipn between blast wave and supporting
fixtures for ieasuring instruments. Indeed, blast waasurements eare so

t~obleom th~t nyindividual value is- alvq~g susppect. This also

ap-ples -Cveri to complete sets of measurements if all are made with thet s~ame A uettio using the damne technique. Ol nidvdal
caibated 'and i?1dejbendent.. -made duplicate, '"ripjicate, or repl~icate

medsxtetents can. full reliance be placed, slid even so the inherent
,uncrtainties-- sould 'be recognized. :Rut within such limitations the

- experimental iiasuremeno _n blast waves from sp),erical charges conform
QUwell with-data on TNT explosions as given in Appendixes A and fl and

6 as caled upor down) inacc-ordance with the :ticaliiig laws.

Bvpn with adiequ!4te instrumeintatior~ and proper -calibration, any par-
-ticular* setup almiost always involves some gqrt of -ch I e or coiupri,se.

'One comnoh choice is between-an instrument that is stable and reliable
_ibut ,sIow in Yes~one. -an A-j'nA ui-th $4. fASt. I-CAA 3ICAn nvlM'M14+%P 'k.4-+-~

-may ,vrshoot and be-sensitive to extraneous noise. Figure 8 shows (but

7771 r':
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not to the same scaLe) actual pressure records from these t.o types of
of blast gages for the same blast wave. The lover record was obtained,
with a low impedance but stable pressure gage. Its reading for the
instantaneous initial peak overpressure seems too low. The upper record
is with a high impedance gage with considerably faster response. Herethe initial peak seems well recorded, but some overshoot may be present
and the entire record seems to be a noisy one."

To minimize these particular gage problems, a systematic method of
smoothing experimental curves suitable for the special case of a simpleoverpressure- tme relation without a multiple peak or incidental negative

pressure portions has been suggested. This involves two semilogarithmic
plots. One, for the early times of the blast, is the logarithm of the
overpressure versus the time. Here back extrapolation to zero time gives
a reliable value for the initial peak overpressure (see Fig. 9). The
second plot is of the overpressure at later times versus the logarithm
of the time, as in Fig. 10. The resulting compression of the time scale
makes the curve approach linearity and permits a good estimate of the
duration time for the overpressure as the time when the curve intersects
the .overpressure axis.

In addition to providing a smoothed Value for peak overpressure and
duration, the two semilogarithmic plots also establishes the decay param-
eter of Eq. 1. For this, note. that the term (1.- t/td) of Eq. 1 approaches
e-t/td as time t approadhes zero. That is, at early times Eq. ! redu~ies'
to

= pO-(. + b)t/td (as t .o) (15)V p e'(5
Taking logarithmsi then

1np= ', + t + constant (as t -0) (16)td

Comparing Eq. 16 with the formula- for a straight line, it can be seen
that the slope of the semilogarithmia plot cf overpressure (base e vilue)
versms time is the negative value of the item ( + b)/ d" Equating and j
solving for decay parameter b,

b =-(slope) x td - 1 (1T)

That is, measuring the intercept and slope of the plot of Fig. 9 and the
intercept on the -plot of Fig. 10 provides values for peak overpressure,
the di n.tinn.. ar de_y paramee_ With ths ahe etror
pressure-time cutve can be reconstructed mathematically an4 compared with
the original measuremeiits to provide a cheqk on the analysis.
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A further check on the instrumentation and on the overall propriety
of this analysis of experimental data is p.-vided by values computed for
the impulse. It has been observed that directly measured impulse values,
as obtained by graphical or numerical integration of the ovwurpressurae-
time curve, are relatively immune to response time and noise eirrs. If,
the value for the impulse as calculated using the decay parameter agrees
with the directly measured value it suggests that a reasonably reliable
record of the explosion has been obtained.

DYNAMIC PRESSURE FOR A BLAST WAVE

A requirement for target damage is interaction between blast and
target. One interaction effect is described by the dynamic pressure q,
defined as q = 1/2 pu2, where p is the density of the mo'ing strear. and
u its velocity. For air., the dynamic pressure may be e).pressed alter-
natively as q = 1/2 k 142 P, where k is the specific heat ratio, M the
Mach number for the moving stream, and P its absolute pressure. The
dynamic pressure, when multiplied by a drag coefficient for some partic-
ular object, gives the drag force per unit area exerted by the moving
stream on that object.

Dynamic pressures are important '.. steady-flow situations such as
aircraft propulsion o,* flight of missiles. They are also of interest in

L5
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some, blast situations, for example a water tank subjected to the blast
I wind of a nuclear explo~ion. But for ardinary explosions the time dur-

atioh of'thd blast winai is relatively short and the blast-target inter-
aetion is a trfnsient one. Here the dynamic pressure of steady flow is
not particulrly pertinent, and indeed it is so ill-defined physicall
in tiese exlosioh situations that even itB direct measurement is
troublesome. Rather, for dynamic blast loaWAE in conventional explosions

Ii the iwportant blast-tajet interaction is the transient one of shock
aeflection.

Shock reflection effects include normal reflection, oblique reflec-
tion, and Mach stem formation. The most damaging of these, at least forRI tough targets, ard-narily is normal reflection. For simple air blast the
pverprqpo ure daveloped in this reflection can be established analytically.
This is-conveniently described in terms of a reflection coefficient, the
rtio bf lreflected overpTressure~ to overpressure in the free field. For
distonces remote from an exp2 ision this ref-lect'ion coefficient appicudches

ws-fo bound waves. It increases markedly w
_4 shock intensity-, reaching. 4boUt 5.8 at the nominal 16 charge radii that

- -nm rs the inner limit of s~imple air blast in the reference explosion.
Corresponding peak reflected overpressure here is 5.8 x 12 = 70 bars

(10psi) veir us the 12 bars for the simple side-onovresu.Iti
t6,,be ?Tecognized that overpressures such as 70 bars can be very damaging,
een -though of a transient nature.

1<Reflectiou effects for composite blast close to the explosion center
are more l roubleome tostuony. Reasons for this include (1) an increase

Sin s pbeiic heatfor air and r products at the hligh temperatures gen-
I erated in these intense hocks, (2) chemical dissociat.Lon and ioniz,tioneffcts, (3",oo nonideh l gas behavior of the highly comlressed gas in the

inter sha tk ans(4en h o ne re the d for e ary distri-
bititn of enpr within the shocked medium. An approx4&,e analysisH :indi ,tes that ,these coMpAities are unimportant at distances beyond about
UZ-Fcharge radii, but that closer in they become quite marked. The approx-imte analysis also indicates the reflected impulse decreases monotoni-
cale.y with distaansce in contrast with the behavior of the side-on impulse.
For the limiting situation on 1 charge radius, it is estimated that theV Sreflection coefficient for normal reflection is about 12.2 (versus a
theoretica maximum of 8.0 for the ideal a wit%, specific heat ratio
1.4). The cadculted reflected overpressure t the charge surface becomes

) 1s.2 x 450 = 5,500,ars (c,00 i). An experimental study of these
+ aintense reflected shocks is now being planned.

~' 1 ~ 24
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BLAST LOADINGS ON STRUMTURES

In some fey simple situations the load imposed by blast on a target
can be calculated from fundament.sls. Consider for example the blast load
on the front of a disk whose surface is normal to the direction of blast-
wave travel. The peak reflected transient load is the product of the
peak reflected overpressure and the tal-et area. The load decreases Wita
tim. for two reasons, one the ordinary decay of the blast wave, the other

a relief effect as the reflected overpressures are equalized. The decay
of the blast wave has been characteri-zed by E4. 1. However, the ieflected.
)verpressure relief effect is an additional one superimposed on this.

With regard to the relief effect for the reflected overpressure, note
that initially the reflected pressure on the face of the target is con-
siderably greater than the pressure in the surroundings. Hence, there
is flow from the face of the target into the surroundings. This relieves
the reflected overpressure on the face of the target. This relief is in
the form of a rarefaction wave that moves in from edge to center. Con-
sidering a particular point, the rarefaction wave arrives at some time
tl, when the pressure relief starts. This is then completed at some
later time, t 2 . After relief f the reflected overpressure, the disk
senses only the free-field overpressure plus ,an incremental stagnation
overpressure maintained by the impact effect of the moving blast wind.

A method of characterizing all these effects is indicated in Fig. 11
which illustrates various overpressures associated with the blast wave.
The primary one of these is the sidc-,in or free-field Overpressure, but
also included are the reflected and stagnwtion ovexpressures. Each varies
with time, as shown. Reflected overpressure exists on the face of the
disk from zero time until relief stFrts at time tl, and the Vressure after
relief is completed at time t 2 is the staEnation overpressure. The relief
process ,ciurs between times t I and t2 at intermediate pressures. Assign-
ing representative values to times t I and t2 based on speed of travel of
a rarefaction wave and on dimensions of the disk, the blast load predicted
for the center of a disk in a particular situation is that of Fig. 12.
The general form of this predicted dynamic load on the front face can be
compared with dynamic loads as measured at centers of a 3-inch disk and
of a 9-inch disk and shown in Fig. 13. The general agreement between pre-
dicted and observed loads lends encouragement to this method of analysis,
at least for simple targets.

DA4AGE POTENTIAL OF BLAST

Darage to a target from blast comes from motion of the target as
imparted by forces of the blast wave. in prine pe -ani zatJo^n.

for target motion can be obtained from the equation of motion expressing
the relation between target mass, 1is acceleration, and the unbalance
between the diving force of t*e blast -wave and the resistance of the

• I 25
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target. 'The driving for-e is a transient one,, given as the product of
target cross-sect! on area end a blast-wave overpressure such as that of
Fig. 12 or I3. The resistance of the target depends on its structural
features. Bowever, for dynamic situations this is seldom known precIsely
and ideed perhaps is mot capable of 'being Mnown. 7urthermore, even if
'both the transient driving force of the 'blast wave and the dynamic
resistance of the target were 3nown, the mathematical form of the eq uation
of motion is not conducive to a siiple solution, 'but rather calls for
numerical or analogue methods. Mence, only in siT!er zitiations is a
precise s-il tion for target motion in response -to blast to 'be obtaimed.

As an &Idernative to an exact solution for target -votion, various
empirical estimates of the damage potential -of blast have been -used.
One of these is based on 'the peak overpressure in the free-field 'blast
wave. For example, it may 'be stated tbat a Teak overpressure.;of such
and such psi causes major target damage. It should be recognized tbat
such a statement even if correct Can at 'best 'be only 7: crude amppoxi-
mation. It ignores the fact that the damage potential of 'blast is -a
function of two Individaal items, the transient blast loa~djtig ylus -the
dynamic response of the target; two such aspects are alwayz inVolved in
assessment of damage potential.

A two-aspect criterion for 'blast damage potential that has met vith
,considerable success is the "critical impulse within a critical time'
(Ref . 9). This criterion states that for ,each -ossAble target ,there
exists some critical impulse above which the target -is damhaged i- such
impulse is received within a critical time, 1but below -hict there is mo
effect. The identification and selection of the critical time Lor ay
specific target is essentially empirical, 'but may logically 'be taken- as
about one-quarter the natural period of free vilbration. The amage
potential of the 'blast for some specific target becomes the met i Wulse
per unit area obtained 'by time integration of the blast overpessure out
only to the specified critical time. This criterion seems -a realistie
one, and has been shown to agree with direct observations of various damage
effects in several circumstances.

An interesting point in connection vitjh this t.o-aspect criterion is
that the ratio of critical impulse to the critical time for any target
corresponds to a sort 'of "critical overpressure" for that target. This
critical overpressure can be interpreted as the mimimum overpressure
capable of causing damage, but which actually would cause damage only 'if
sustained for at least as long as the critical -time.

29
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ILUTRTV CACLAIN
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Answer,* Thendcaled distsac ae k side-on ovsera 0.prsre o

Eq.A i'=lb 3.8 x 127)1= 16A& feet. /33.5Pi~s

D. Watithe analytexsion for th oitve ~4-orpressur ecre for
the bgatae of ~calculation A?
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Answer: At the specified scaled distance of 3-85 feet, the peak-
reflected overpressure is given directly in Appendix B to be about 203 psi.
This compares with the side-on value of 50 psi and corresponds to a
reflection ccefficient of 4.1.

F. A peak side-on overpressure of 59.5 psi is recorded.as a distance
of 10 feet from an explosion. What is the indicated equivalent yield, in
pounds of TNT?

Answer: This peak side-on overpressure corresponds by Appendix B tu
a scaled distance of 3.60 feet. Then, by the yield equation, Eq. 14,

/ uldistance' 3
equivalent yield actal distance 3 (10/36)3 = 21 pounds TNT

(sceled distance,

I V
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